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The Together "WE" Can Awards Presentation was:
Answer Choices

Well done 100% 48
Satisfactory 0% 0
Not a good event 0% 0

Answered 48

Comments:

Could not think of a thing that could have made it nicer.  Thanks for your hard work!

Beautiful facility - ample parking - great food.

If we can add monitors or screens on all walls.

Awesome event

Thanks for a good evening.  Things went along so well.  Enjoyed videos.  Great organization.

Thanks for another great event!

The program was kept in a timely manner so the evening wasn't very late.  The "Barn" looked amazing.  
It is nice there because there is plenty of parking and room to move around inside.

Great event!

Had a great time. Loved the people you awarded.

Absolutely lovely!

Very organized

I had a wonderful time at the event and I felt it was very well planned and executed. 

videos were great. 

Fantastic night and great food. J

Awesome job!!

Are you likely to attend the event in 2019?
Answer Choices

Yes 94% 45
No 6% 3
If not, please explain why. 4

Answered 48

I'm a guest
If I get invited.
Only if Cindy Gillen is invited back.
should happen every year

Together We Can 2017 

Responses

Responses

100% 

0% 0% 

Well done Satisfactory Not a good
event
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6% 

Yes No



Was the cost of $20 reasonable for the event?
Answer Choices

Yes 96% 46
No 4% 2
If not, please explain why? 1

Answered 48

It was pretty pricey.

Do you feel the location of the event is appropriate?
Answer Choices

Yes 98% 47
No 4% 2
If not, do you have any suggestio 10

Answered 48

Beautiful and easy to find.

Beautiful

Wonderful plane.  Great food.  Great atmosphere.

Would love to see other locations around Perry Co highlighed, just not sure where those locations would be.


Convenient and attractive.  

It was a lovely venue and accessible...for the most part.  Wasn't a great showing that one of the award winners 
had difficulty getting on the stage.  :-/

very nice 

I thought the venue was wonderful and I found nothing wrong with holding the event at that location due to 
the fact that The board of DD serves all of Perry County .

I would suggest a venue in New Lexington.

I would like to share that my dad and grandmother had a very difficult time getting up and down out of the 
chairs.  They felt like they were going fall even while sitting in them.  It was a very beautiful place for the event!

I feel the length of the event was:
Answer Choices

Too long 2% 1
Too short 2% 1
About right 96% 44

Answered 46
Comments:
appreciated it was right on time 

Great job staying on schedule!!!

I think everything ran smoothly and efficient. ,  Nothing was rushed  it appeared to just flow. 

It was a fantastic event! Fabulous job; however, I felt that since I spent 20 dollars a ticket for 4 people I 

would like to have had more time to socialize with others and for my family to have been able to meet my 
co-workers and just have time to enjoy us (PCBDD staff and community) being together
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Perfect

Answer Choices
Yes 62% 16
No 38% 10

Answered 26

Comments:

I'm a guest.

Will think of that.

Not sure, don't know if I see the behind workers.

Not familiar enough to feel comfortable

I have submitted an individual in the year that the event did not take place.  I resubmitted it this year and 
I am hoping you still have it in your files. 

employee

PCBDD employee

What are two suggestions you have for improving this event?

A little hard to see from the back.

Can't think of a thing!

Well planned, well organized, very well done.

Monitors were hard to see from the back.

That David Couch guy should tell better jokes :)  They're too cheesy.

It was great!

1.  Overall service data - # served, etc.
2.  Video of staff in action - representing day to day.  
Such a great job, everyone should know exactly what you do.

I thought it was perfect.  Thanks Lindsey & Media committee

promote around the community more - invite all familis
keeping it professional 

This was the first event that I have attended and feel everything was handled beautifully.

Perfect as it was!! 

Out takes on the video were interesting the first ceremony. Video presentation well done. Glad we did didn't  
have the multitude  of political pictures. That was time consuming and awkward for the honorees. 

Other than accessibility, none really.  Absolutely fabulous!!! 
Please consider cc'ing the video for hearing 
impaired also. 

Move the podium back a few feet on the stage so speakers' faces are lit up.

keep up great work

Responses

If you are a non-PCBDD employee, would you be interested in submitting nominees for awards in 
the upcoming years?

62% 
38% 

Yes No



I would like to see the other high schools in Perry County get involved. You may have already attempted this. 
I believe they would benefit as well.

spacing the tables they were to close together.

I think it was perfect 

Make sure Northern end of county feels included in awards and strive to recognize efforts at all ends of Perry 



County.I would say include the blooper real at the end next time!

Some of the videoed exerpts were a little bit difficult to understand---perhaps they talked too softly.
More of 
the videos.

can't think of any.  it was excellent

Formal social hour (more time) where people can meet/greet/mingle with award recipients
 Continue to 
build on the DD theme for that year, possibly schedule a keynote address in future years, like Adam Herman 
did for this event

Schedule on a Friday evening so the event can go a little longer that way we can have time to meet, greet 
and socialize with people.  Allow people to sit wherever they choose and not have assigned seating.  My 
family was present and we had to sit at different tables.  I had one of my individuals we serve present and 
he wanted to sit with me and couldn't because of assigned seating.  

None, it was wonderful

Everything was good. No need for changes.

Other comments:

Wonderful event.

Very enjoyable evening.

Great night - deserving folks.

Well planned.  Well organized.  Very well done.

Great event.

Excellent food, beautiful venue, entertaining program. Thanks for a wonderful evening!!

Very well organized, meal was great and buffet set up was optimal for speedy service

Video really is a wonderful thing

I am proud to work with the Perry County DD and look forward to a long successful partnership.

Everything was great, the location was very nice 


The barn is a beautiful venue and I don't think there is another place like it nearby, especially not in 
Perry Co. Wonderful night- vidoes, food, awards. I had a great time! 

This is an extremely well organized and enjoyable event. It moves smoothly and efficiently. You are to 
be commended on the planning and execution. Great job!
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